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Numeracy in Early Primary
The “What Do They Know” Assessment…
Rationale:
Kindergarten teachers know that there is a set of key math learnings for
students in their first year of school. The capacity to see quantity at a
glance without counting (subitizing), the ability to decompose a set into
parts and the ability to pattern are all indicators of success in early primary
numeracy.
This assessment is designed to be used by kindergarten teachers in their
classrooms, with the whole class or with smaller groups. Research into
authentic assessment practice tells us that the more real and embedded
our assessment of student understanding, the better – and more reliable –
the results.
Administered twice a year, this play-based assessment targets three areas
of the early primary mathematics curriculum that are critical for
developing a solid foundation of numeracy. It is important that teachers
involve their students in these kinds of learning tasks throughout the year
to ensure success. Instructional ideas and strategies accompany this
assessment.
Note for K/1 combined grades teachers:
The tasks included in this assessment (Dot Cards, Story Task, Pattern Task)
are appropriate for both K and grade 1 students. When assessing grade 1
students, use the Dot Card Tasks as written. Adapt the Story Task by
changing the part-whole numbers: from 5 creatures to 8 in the fall
assessment, and from 8 mice to 12 in the spring assessment. In the Pattern
Task, grade 1 students should use 3 elements in their pattern in the fall and
4 elements in the spring.
As always, use your professional judgment and your creativity when
extending the task for your learners.
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The “What Do They Know” Assessment at a Glance
Administered by

Classroom Teacher

Key Learnings

Dot Task – subitizing
Story Task – part-whole thinking (decomposition)
Pattern Task – sequencing, recognizing & extending
patterns

Components

Fall assessment tool
Spring assessment tool
Instructional Resource
Assessment Rubric

Time needed

Dot Task– approximately 20 minutes
Story Task – 30-40 minutes
Pattern task – 30-40 minutes

Time of year

Fall - Late October, early November
Spring - Late April, early May

Groupings

Materials

Whole class or small group
Dot Task Fall
• Dot cards Set 1A and 1B
• Counters for students
(about 5 each)

Dot Task Spring
• Dot cards Set 2A and 2B
• Counters for students
(about 8 each)

Story Task Fall
• Five Creatures (Emily
Jenkins)
• Five Creatures cut outs
• Blank paper for
recording

Story Task Spring
• Mouse Count (Ellen Stoll
Walsh)
• Mouse Count Cut Outs
• Blank paper for recording

Pattern Task Fall
• Five Creatures cut outs
• Five Creature Orange
and Black Cat cut outs
• Counters in 2 colours for
students (orange and
black, ideally)
• Blank paper for
recording

Pattern Task Spring
• Mouse Count Cut Outs
• Counters in 3 colours for
students (grey, brown
and white, ideally)
• Blank paper for recording
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FALL ASSESSMENT
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The “What Do They Know” Fall Assessment
PLO Connections: (Kindergarten)
A2 – recognize at glance & name familiar arrangements of 1-5 objects or dots
A4 – represent and describe numbers 2-10, concretely and pictorially
B1 – demonstrate an understanding of repeating patterns (2 elements)

Note:
The timing of this first assessment will provide you with important
information for inclusion in reporting. Consider sharing the assessment
results with parents in conferences.

Dot Card Task
Materials
• Dot cards Set 1A and 1B
• Counters for students (about 5 each)
Get started
Play a game of “Flash and Say” with the children. Use Dot
Cards Set 1A (pictured at right). Have children sit on the
carpet in front of you.
Hold up the first card for 2-3 seconds, then hide it, and ask:
How many dots did you see? How do you know?
Ask for volunteers to share their thinking, then confirm on the
card itself.
Prompt for other ways to “see” the number.
Repeat with several examples.
Tell the children that mathematicians know that we don’t
even need to count to know how many.
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Get Going
Task 1a – Flash and Show
Play a game of “Flash and Show” with the children. Use Dot
Cards Set 1A (pictured at right). For this task, you might work
with the whole class or with a group of 4-5 children at a time.
Tell students that you’re going to show them a card with
some dots on it. Their job is to hold up the same number of
fingers as they see on the card.
What to watch for:
• Children who can confidently hold up the correct
number of fingers without counting by ones (on the
card or on their fingers)
• Children who hold up the correct number of fingers –
but do so on two hands (3 and 1 for 4, for example)
Record your observations on the Dot Card Task Fall
Recording Sheet.
Be as neutral as possible in your responses to students’
thinking. Too much praise may affect other student
responses.

Teaching Tip:
Collect evidence of
students’ thinking
with digital photos as
they work.
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Task 1b – Flash and Build
Play a game of “Flash and Build” with the children.
Use Dot Cards Set 1B (pictured at right). For this task,
you might consider working with the whole class or
with a group of 4-5 children at a time. Students will
need a handful of counters each. The counters
should be all one colour.
Tell students that you’re going to show them a card
with some dots on it. Their job is to build what they
see on the card.
What to watch for:
• Children who can confidently replicate the
image on the card with the correct number
• Children who build on from one card to the
next without clearing their workspace first.
Record your observations on the Dot Card Task Fall Recording Sheet.
Be as neutral as possible in your responses to students’ thinking. Too much
praise may affect other student responses.
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What’s Next?
If you’ve done this task in small groups, gather all the children together
and talk about how much they know about numbers. Celebrate their
ideas and tell them that they are thinking like real mathematicians when
they see numbers and can tell how many there are without counting!
So What? Making sense of the data…
Review the Dot Card Task Fall Recording Sheet.
Consider the following:
• What trends do you notice?
• Up to what number do most children respond confidently?
• Are most of your children counting the dots (and/or their fingers) to
make a match?
• Is there a subset of children who are not yet showing development
in this area?
• Are there those who could use additional challenge (numbers
beyond 5)?
• Are there any children around whom you have additional
questions? Consider a follow up one-on-one assessment with these
students.
Recall that this is a fall assessment. As a formative assessment, this task
gives us lots of information to guide our planning. Use the data to make
instructional decisions regarding your own class and their profile of
capacity. Refer to the Instructional Resource component of this package
for suggested tasks for follow up and strategy development.

Teaching Tip:
Being familiar with the
Assessment Rubric will help you
to synthesize your observations
afterwards…
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Story Task
Materials
• Five Creatures (Emily Jenkins)
• Five Creatures cut outs
• Blank paper for recording
Get started
Gather the children and read the story Five Creatures by Emily Jenkins to
the group. Enjoy the story!
On another day, refer back to the story, but this time, use the Five
Creatures cut outs to model the first few pages.
Read page 1:
“Five creatures live in our house; three people and 2 cats.”
Show the characters as they are named in the sentence. Ask students to
verify that there are indeed 5 creatures posted.
Read page 2:
“Three with long hair and 2 with short.”
Re-sort the characters according to hair. Ask students to verify that there
are indeed 5 creatures posted.
Read page 3:
“Four adults and one child. (That’s me!).”
Re-sort the characters according to their age. Students may be confused
about how cats can be adults…! Ask students to verify that there are
indeed 5 creatures posted.!
Explain that all of these ways to sort the creatures
have made you think of a story. Draw a large
house on the board & pose the problem:
There were 5 creatures.
Some were in the house.
Some were outside.
How many of each could there be?
After some thinking time, invite a student to move the characters into
position to tell a version of the story. Recount the story out loud for all the
students : “Oh! I see! Two creatures were in the house. Three were
outside. That makes 5 in all!”
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Get Going
Tell children you’re confident they can come up with MANY different ways
to tell stories about creatures in the house and out of the house.
Hand out blank paper and a pencil to each child. Have
students draw a simple, large house on their paper. While
children put their pencils away, make a small handful of
counters (all in one colour) available to students.

Note that some may
need a quick lesson
on how to do this.

Present the problem again:
There were 5 creatures.
Some were in the house.
Some were outside.
How many of each could there be?
Have students build their stories (some were in, some were out) using their
counters on their piece of paper. Watch as students build their stories.
What to watch for:
• Children who use 5 counters to model their story
• Children who can match the amount of counters to the number
name
• Children who can create more than one story (3 and 2, 2 and 3, 1
and 4, 4 and 1) to show their part and whole
• Children who extend the task (builds 5 and zero combination;
breaks the number up into more than 2 parts)
Record your observations on the Story Task Fall Recording Sheet.
Be as neutral as possible in your responses to students’ thinking. Too much
praise may affect other student responses.
When sufficient time has passed (5+ minutes), encourage students to
record their favourite in-and-out story on their page. Simple pictures to
represent the creatures are more than fine!
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What’s Next?
Gather all the children together and talk about how much they know
about numbers. Celebrate their in-and-out story ideas and tell them that
they are thinking like real mathematicians when they can show five in
many ways! Invite some students to retell their stories while you model
them using the Five Creature cut outs.

So What? Making sense of the data…
Review the Story Task Fall Recording Sheet.
Consider the following:
• What trends do you notice?
• Up to what number do most children respond confidently?
• Are most of your children able to show 5 in 2 parts and recognize
that it is still 5?
• Is there a subset of children who are not yet showing development
in this area?
• Are there those who could use additional challenge (numbers
beyond 5; more addends)?
• Are there any children around whom you have additional
questions? Consider a follow up one-on-one assessment with these
students.
Recall that this is a fall assessment. As a formative assessment, this task
gives us lots of information to guide our planning. Use the data to make
instructional decisions regarding your own class and their profile of
capacity. Refer to the Instructional Resource component of this package
for suggested tasks for follow up and strategy development.

Teaching Tip:
Being familiar with the
Assessment Rubric will help you
to synthesize your observations
afterwards…
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Pattern Task
Materials
• Five Creatures cut outs
• Five Creature Orange and Black Cat cut outs
• Counters in 2 colours for students (orange and
black, ideally)
• Blank paper for recording
Get started
Gather the children and refer to the story Five Creatures by Emily Jenkins.
To get students thinking about and describing patterns with 2 elements,
present the characters in the book, in a particular order. On the board,
place the mom, the orange cat, the dad, the black cat, and then the girl
in this order. Ask the students: “What do you notice? What patterns do
you see?”
Invite students to share their ideas. You may hear things like:
• Person, cat, person, cat, person
• Tall, short, tall, short, tall
• Orange hair, orange hair, black hair, black hair, orange hair
Tell students that they are behaving like mathematicians when they see
patterns and tell about them. Mathematicians like to tell what comes
next in a pattern.
Get Going
Tell students they will be creating their own patterns and telling about
them. Focus students’ attention on the cats in the story.
Pose the problem:
In the story there was a black cat and an orange cat.
What patterns can you make with black and orange cats?
How many different patterns can you build?
Make orange and black counters available to the students. Explain that
these are the cats for their pattern. Have students build and encourage
them to tell about their patterns.
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Dig deeper:
Work one-on-one with each student in turn, asking these questions.
Point to each colour and ask the child to tell you their pattern. (black,
black, orange, black, black, orange, black, black, orange …)
Next, point to the empty space beyond the end of the student’s pattern
and ask: “What colour comes next? How do you know?”
Watch as students build their patterns, and consider their answers to your
questions.
What to watch for:
• Children who can build a basic repeating pattern (ABABAB…
ABBABBABB..)
• Children who can describe their pattern using colour names or
other words
• Children who can predict the next colour beyond the end of their
pattern (ABABAB….A)
• Children extend the task by creating complex patterns
Record your observations on the Pattern Task Fall Recording Sheet.
Be as neutral as possible in your responses to students’ thinking. Too much
praise may affect other student responses.
When sufficient time has passed (10+ minutes), encourage students to
record their favourite pattern on their page.
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What’s Next?
Gather all the children together and talk about how much they know
about patterns. Celebrate their cat patterns and tell them that they are
thinking like real mathematicians when they make a pattern and tell
about it – and especially when they say what comes next! Invite some
students to share their patterns while you model them using the Five
Creature Orange and Black Cat cut outs.
So What? Making sense of the data…
Review the Pattern Task Fall Recording Sheet.
Consider the following:
• What trends do you notice?
• Are most of your children able to create a simple ABABAB pattern?
• Is there a subset of children who are not yet showing development
in this area?
• Are there those who could use additional challenge (more colours,
more elements in the pattern core)?
• Are there any children around whom you have additional
questions? Consider a follow up one-on-one assessment with these
students.
Recall that this is a fall assessment. As a formative assessment, this task
gives us lots of information to guide our planning. Use the data to make
instructional decisions regarding your own class and their profile of
capacity. Refer to the Instructional Resource component of this package
for suggested tasks for follow up and strategy development.
Teaching Tip:
Being familiar with the
Assessment Rubric will help you
to synthesize your observations
afterwards…
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Dot Card Task Fall Recording Sheet

builds on

correct image

2 hands

Flash &
Build

no counting

Name

Flash & Show
correct fingers

Assessment date: ___________________________

Confident
to (#)

Codes for Observations:
C
Confident
S
Self-corrected
NP
Needed Prompting
P
Persistent
W
Watches others

Comments
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Story Task Fall Recording Sheet

Extends task

Makes more
than one story

Matches quantity
to # name

Name

Uses 5 counters

Assessment date: _____________________

Codes for Observations:
C
Confident
S
Self-corrected
NP
Needed Prompting
P
Persistent
W
Watches others

Comments
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Pattern Task Fall Recording Sheet

Extends task
(more complex)

Predicts next
colour

Describes pattern

Name

Creates simple
pattern

Date of assessment: ______________________

Codes for Observations:
C
Confident
S
Self-corrected
NP
Needed Prompting
P
Persistent
W
Watches others

Comments
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WHAT DO THEY KNOW ASSESSMENT RUBRIC
CHILD’S NAME: ___________________________

Task
Fall

Date

Colour Code

Spring

ASPECT

DISPOSITIONS

Requires teacher support
to complete the task

Needs some prompting to
stay with the task

Persists to complete the
task

Persists to complete the
task; may offer other ideas

Very hesitant and unsure

May be hesitant at times

Approaches the task with
confidence

Approaches the task with
confidence and humour

Even with prompting, may
not be able to apply a
given strategy

May need support to
apply a simple strategy

Chooses appropriate
strategy to model and
solve the problem

Identifies and uses an
efficient strategy; may be
innovative

May need
encouragement to persist
with strategy to arrive at
an accurate solution

Is able to apply strategy
to arrive at an accurate
solution; may find multiple
solutions

Arrives at accurate
solution; offers multiple
ways to solve the problem

With some support is able
to represent problems and
solutions visually

Is able to represent
problems and solutions
visually

Often uses unique or
varied visual
representations

Needs support or prompts
to explain or demonstrate
approach to task either
orally or in writing

Is able to explain or
demonstrate approach to
task either orally or in
writing

Is easily able to explain in
detail or demonstrate
approach to task either
orally or in writing

STRATEGIES AND
APPROACHES

REPRESENTATION
&
COMMUNICATION

Needs intervention and
modelling to represent
problems and solutions
visually and communicate
thinking
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The “What Do They Know” Spring Assessment
PLO Connections: (Kindergarten)
A2 – recognize at glance & name familiar arrangements of 1-5 objects or dots
A3 – Relate a numeral, 1 to 10, to its respective quantity
A4 – represent and describe numbers 2-10, concretely and pictorially
B1 – demonstrate an understanding of repeating patterns (2 elements)

Note:
The tasks in this assessment mirror those in the first assessment completed
in the fall. In order for students to show growth over time, they should
have had multiple opportunities to experience similar visualizing tasks and
open-ended problem-solving events.

Dot Card Task
Materials
• Dot cards Set 2A & 2B
• Counters for students (about 10 each)
Get started
Play a game of “Flash and Say” with the children. Use Dot
Cards, set 2A (pictured at right). Have children sit on the
carpet in front of you.
Hold up the first card for 2-3 seconds, then hide it, and ask:
How many dots did you see? How do you know?
Ask for volunteers to share their thinking, then confirm on the
card itself.
Prompt for other ways to “see” the number.
Repeat with several examples.
Tell the children that mathematicians know that we don’t
even need to count to know how many.
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Get Going
Task 1a – Flash and Show
Play a game of “Flash and Show” with the children. For this
task, you might work with the whole class or with a group of 4-5
children at a time. Use Dot Cards, set 2A (pictured at right).
Tell students that you’re going to show them a card with some
dots on it. Their job is to hold up the same number of fingers as
they see on the card. Consider prompting students to show you
in more than one way.
What to watch for:
• Children who can confidently hold up the correct
number of fingers without counting by ones (on the card
or on their fingers)
• Children who hold up the correct number of fingers – but
do so on two hands (3 and 1 for 4, for example)
Record your observations on the Dot Card Task Spring
Recording Sheet.
Be as neutral as possible in your responses to students’ thinking.
Too much praise may affect other student responses.

Teaching Tip:
Collect evidence of
students’ thinking
with digital photos as
they work.
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Task 1b – Flash and Build
Play a game of “Flash and Build” with the children. Use
Dot Card Set 2B for this task (pictured at right). For this
task, you might consider working with the whole class or
with a group of 4-5 children at a time. Students will need
a handful of counters each. The counters should be all
one colour.
Tell students that you’re going to show them a card with
some dots on it. Their job is to build what they see on the
card.
What to watch for:
• Children who can confidently replicate the image
on the card with the correct number
• Children who build on from one card to the next
without clearing their workspace first.
Record your observations on the Dot Card Task Spring Recording Sheet.
Be as neutral as possible in your responses to students’ thinking. Too much
praise may affect other student responses.
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What’s Next?
If you’ve done this task in small groups, gather all the children together
and talk about how much they know about numbers. Celebrate their
ideas and tell them that they are thinking like real mathematicians when
they see numbers and can tell how many there are without counting!
So What? Making sense of the data…
Review the Dot Card Task Spring Recording Sheet.
Consider the following:
• What trends do you notice?
• Up to what number do most children respond confidently?
• Are most of your children counting the dots (and/or their fingers) to
make a match?
• Is there a subset of children who are not yet showing development
in this area?
• Are there those who could use additional challenge (numbers
beyond 6)?
• Are there any children around whom you have additional
questions? Consider a follow up one-on-one assessment with these
students.
As a formative assessment, this task gives us lots of information to guide
our planning. Use the data to make instructional decisions regarding your
own class and their profile of capacity. Refer to the Instructional Resource
component of this package for suggested tasks for follow up and strategy
development.

Teaching Tip:
Being familiar with the
Assessment Rubric will help you
to synthesize your observations
afterwards…
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Story Task
Materials
• Mouse Count (Ellen Stoll Walsh)
• Mouse Count Cut Outs!
• Blank paper for recording
Get started
Gather the children and read the story Mouse Count by Ellen Stoll Walsh
to the group. Enjoy the story!
On another day, refer back to the story, but this time, use the Mouse
Count cut outs to model parts of the story. Draw a large jar on the board
and drop the mice into it, one by one… Have students tell their favourite
part of the story, modeling and describing the sets of mice hey see in the
book.
Explain that all of these explorations have made you think of a new mouse
count story. Pose the problem:
There were 6 mice.
Some were in the jar.
Some were out of the jar.
How many of each could there be?
After some thinking time, invite a student to move the characters into
position to tell a version of the story. Recount the story out loud for all the
students : “Oh! I see! Two mice were in the jar. 4 were out of the jar. That
makes 6 in all!” Ask: “what numbers could we use to show this story?”
Have students label the groups with numerals.

2

4
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Get Going
Tell children you’re confident they can come up with MANY different ways
to tell stories about mice in and out of the jar.
Hand out blank paper and a pencil to each child. Have students draw a
simple, large jar on their paper. While children put their pencils away,
make a handful of counters (all in one colour) available to students.
Present the problem again, this time, with a new number:
There were 8 mice.
Some were in the jar.
Some were out of the jar.
How many of each could there be?
Have students build their stories (some were in, some were out) using their
counters on their piece of paper. Watch as students build their stories.
What to watch for:
• Children who use 8 counters to model their story
• Children who can match the amount of counters to the number
name and record the numeral (directionality of the numeral
notwithstanding)
• Children who can create more than one story (4 and 4, 2 and 6, 1
and 7, 3 and 5, etc) to show their part and whole
• Children who extend the task (builds 8 and zero combination;
breaks the number up into more than 2 parts)
Record your observations on the Story Task Spring Recording Sheet.
Be as neutral as possible in your responses to students’ thinking. Too much
praise may affect other student responses.
When sufficient time has passed (5-10 minutes), encourage students to
record their favourite in-and-out story on their page. Simple pictures to
represent the mice are more than fine!
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What’s Next?
Gather all the children together and talk about how much they know
about numbers. Celebrate their in-and-out story ideas and tell them that
they are thinking like real mathematicians when they can show eight in
many ways! Invite some students to retell their stories while you model
them using the Mouse Count cut outs.

So What? Making sense of the data…
Review the Story Task Spring Recording Sheet.
Consider the following:
• What trends do you notice?
• Up to what number do most children respond confidently?
• Are most of your children able to show 8 in 2 parts and recognize
that it is still 8?
• Is there a subset of children who are not yet showing development
in this area?
• Are there those who could use additional challenge (numbers
beyond 8; more addends)?
• Are there any children around whom you have additional
questions? Consider a follow up one-on-one assessment with these
students.
As a formative assessment, this task gives us lots of information to guide
our planning. Use the data to make instructional decisions regarding your
own class and their profile of capacity. Refer to the Instructional Resource
component of this package for suggested tasks for follow up and strategy
development.
Teaching Tip:
Being familiar with the
Assessment Rubric will help you
to synthesize your observations
afterwards…
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Pattern Task
Materials
• Mouse Count cut outs
• Counters in 3 colours for students (white and
brown and gray, ideally)
• Blank paper for recording
Get started
Gather the children and refer to the story Mouse Counts by Ellen Stoll
Walsh.
To get students thinking about and describing patterns with 3 elements,
post all of the mice on the Mouse Counts cut outs on the board in no
particular order.
Ask:
What patterns can you make with the mice?
Invite students to share one or 2 ideas. Build the pattern with the mouse
Counts cut outs and have a different student describe the pattern
created.
Tell students that they are behaving like mathematicians when they see
patterns and tell about them. Mathematicians like to tell what comes
next in a pattern.
Get Going
Tell students they will be creating their own mouse patterns and telling
about them.
Pose the problem:
In the story there were gray mice and brown mice and white mice.
What patterns can you make with gray and brown and white mice?
How many different patterns can you build?
Make gray and brown and white counters available to the students.
Explain that these are the mice for their pattern. Have students build and
encourage them to tell about their patterns.
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Dig deeper:
Work one-on-one with each student in turn, asking these questions.
Point to each colour and ask the child to tell you their pattern. (white
white brown gray, white white brown gray …) Ask: “What is your pattern
core? What part repeats?”
Next, point to the empty space beyond the end of the student’s pattern
and ask: “What colour comes next? How do you know?” Ask children to
tell you what comes before their pattern. Ask: “What comes before your
pattern starts? What colour would be here?” (point to space to the left of
the pattern.)

Watch as students build their patterns, and consider their answers to your
questions.
What to watch for:
• Children who can build a basic repeating pattern
(AABCAABCAABC, ABBCCABBCCABBCC…)
• Children who can identify the pattern core (“AABBC”)
• Children who can describe their pattern using colour names or
other words
• Children who can predict the next colour beyond the end of their
pattern (ABBCCABBCCABBCC….A)!
• Children who can say what colour comes before their pattern
•

Children extend the task by creating complex patterns

Record your observations on the Pattern Task Spring Recording Sheet.
Be as neutral as possible in your responses to students’ thinking. Too much
praise may affect other student responses.
When sufficient time has passed (10-15 minutes), encourage students to
record their favourite pattern on their page.
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What’s Next?
Gather all the children together and talk about how much they know
about patterns. Celebrate their mice patterns and tell them that they are
thinking like real mathematicians when they make a pattern and tell
about it – and especially when they say what comes next! Invite some
students to share their patterns while you model them using the Mouse
Counts cut outs.
So What? Making sense of the data…
Review the Pattern Task Spring Recording Sheet.
Consider the following:
• What trends do you notice?
• Are most of your children able to create a simple ABCABCABC
pattern?
• Is there a subset of children who are not yet showing development
in this area?
• Are there those who could use additional challenge (more colours,
more elements in the pattern core)?
• Are there any children around whom you have additional
questions? Consider a follow up one-on-one assessment with these
students.
As a formative assessment, this task gives us lots of information to guide
our planning. Use the data to make instructional decisions regarding your
own class and their profile of capacity. Refer to the Instructional Resource
component of this package for suggested tasks for follow up and strategy
development.

Teaching Tip:
Being familiar with the
Assessment Rubric will help you
to synthesize your observations
afterwards…
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Dot Card Set 2A Spring

Dot Card Set 2A Spring

Dot Card Set 2A Spring

Dot Card Set 2B Spring

Dot Card Set 2B Spring

!

!

!

!

Dot Card Task Spring Recording Sheet

builds on

correct image

2 hands

Flash &
Build

no counting

Name

Flash & Show
correct fingers

Assessment date: ___________________________

Confident
to (#)

Codes for Observations:
C
Confident
S
Self-corrected
NP
Needed Prompting
P
Persistent
W
Watches others

Comments
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Story Task Spring Recording Sheet

!
!

Extends task

Makes more
than one story

Name

Matches quantity
to # name &
records

Uses 8 counters

Assessment date: _____________________

Codes for Observations:
C
Confident
S
Self-corrected
NP
Needed Prompting
P
Persistent
W
Watches others

Comments
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Pattern Task Spring Recording Sheet

Extends task
(more complex)

Predicts next
colour

Describes pattern

Name

Creates 3element pattern

Date of assessment: ______________________

Codes for Observations:
C
Confident
S
Self-corrected
NP
Needed Prompting
P
Persistent
W
Watches others

Comments
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WHAT DO THEY KNOW ASSESSMENT RUBRIC
CHILD’S NAME: ___________________________

Task
Fall

Date

Colour Code

Spring

ASPECT

DISPOSITIONS

Requires teacher support
to complete the task

Needs some prompting to
stay with the task

Persists to complete the
task

Persists to complete the
task; may offer other ideas

Very hesitant and unsure

May be hesitant at times

Approaches the task with
confidence

Approaches the task with
confidence and humour

Even with prompting, may
not be able to apply a
given strategy

May need support to
apply a simple strategy

Chooses appropriate
strategy to model and
solve the problem

Identifies and uses an
efficient strategy; may be
innovative

May need
encouragement to persist
with strategy to arrive at
an accurate solution

Is able to apply strategy
to arrive at an accurate
solution; may find multiple
solutions

Arrives at accurate
solution; offers multiple
ways to solve the problem

With some support is able
to represent problems and
solutions visually

Is able to represent
problems and solutions
visually

Often uses unique or
varied visual
representations

Needs support or prompts
to explain or demonstrate
approach to task either
orally or in writing

Is able to explain or
demonstrate approach to
task either orally or in
writing

Is easily able to explain in
detail or demonstrate
approach to task either
orally or in writing

STRATEGIES AND
APPROACHES

REPRESENTATION
&
COMMUNICATION

Needs intervention and
modelling to represent
problems and solutions
visually and communicate
thinking
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NUMERACY IN EARLY PRIMARY
NOW WHAT?
THE INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE
!

Now What? The Instructional Resource
Supporting Student Success
As teachers we recognize that success in numeracy depends on a child’s
capacity to subitize, to partition and to pattern. But what are the important
things to know about each of the conceptual aspects of math learning? The
following provides a quick summary of each aspect and suggested tasks for
developing your students’ capacity.
We encourage each of you to not only use these recommended tasks, but to
access the core resources you already have in your school and classroom. It is
important that students have a wide range of experiences to build their
understanding of subitizing, partitioning and patterning. Being aware of
students’ developing capacity in this area – knowing what to watch and listen
for – makes assessment and planning for instruction more efficient.
Talk to your students about these important concepts and be sure to mention
that these are the things that mathematicians do when they think about
numbers and sets. Little children should know what it looks like to behave like a
mathematician – seeing sets without counting, breaking up sets and putting
them back together again and patterning and predicting – so that they can do
the important work of a mathematician themselves.
Enjoy!
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Now What? The Instructional Resource
Subitizing – What is it?
Subitizing is a fundamental skill. Students who can subitize can recognize sets of
objects at a glance without counting. It is important for students to be able to
see quantity in this way to develop their understanding of “set”. Knowing how
many are in a set – despite its arrangement – tells us that a child has a sense of
conservation. Conservation (that 5 is 5 no matter how it is arranged) is a
necessary skill for all of the mathematical operations (addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division). Children who can subitize will see sets of objects as
distinct groups. Over time, they will be able to count on from the larger group.
The Dot Cards Tasks are subitizing tasks.
Subitizing – How to Build It
The following activities will support students in developing their ability to subitize:
•

Paper Plate Flash
o Use bingo dabbers to prepare paper plates with a variety of dot
arrangements. Flash each paper plate for 2-3 seconds and ask
students to say how many dots they saw – and how they saw them.

•

Show This Many
o Show the students a dot card (or dot plate or a numeral card) and ask
them to show that quantity of snap cubes – on their finger tips!

•

Tile Pictures
o Ask students to create designs using 4 – or more – tiles. The edges of
the tiles must touch. Have them describe their tile pictures to a friend
and say how they are alike or different.

•

Cookie Decorating
o Tell children you are going to decorate cookies with
red and white “candies”. Using 2-sided counters and
large, construction paper cookies, ask: “How can I
show 5 (6, 7) candies on my cookie? What numbers
could I use to tell my decorating story?”. Encourage
students to share their stories with a friend.
Emphasize that we can tell how many of each
colour there are without counting…
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•

Shake and Spill
o Provide students with 2-colour counters (between 4 and 10 each,
depending on the child). Have students shake their handful of
counters and spill them onto a table. Students should describe and
record how many of each colour they “spilled”. Emphasize that we
can tell how many of each colour there are without counting…

•

Bees in the Beehive
o Use yellow pattern blocks (hexagons) to
represent the cells of a beehive. Have
students build a beehive with 10 cells to
begin. Have students roll a die to tell the
number of bees in the hive. Students place
one counter on each cell of the hive.
Students tell how many bees they have in the
hive, and clear their beehive before rolling
again.

•

Domino Match Up
o Have students find matching representations of number in the
dominoes. Students should match identical dot patterns and tell what
number they have found. As an extension, consider having students
match the end of one domino with the domino that shows one more.

•

Building Towers
o Students roll a die and build a tower with the number of blocks
indicated. Have them repeat and compare their towers. Which is
more? Which is less?

•

Dot Card Match
o Have students play matching games (similar to the card games of
Concentration, War and Go Fish) with dot cards and numeral cards,
making the match between representations.

As always, access your core resources – Nelson Math Focus, Math Makes Sense,
Teaching Student Centered Mathematics (K-3), Growing Mathematical Ideas in
Kindergarten, Teaching Number Sense in K / Grade 1 – for a wealth of ideas on
subitizing.
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Now What? The Instructional Resource
Partitioning – What is it?
Partitioning is the term mathematicians use to describe the act of breaking a set
into parts and putting it back together again. In early primary, we usually
partition into just 2 parts, although some children will be able to go further. Partwhole thinking (partitioning) is a precursor to success in addition and
subtraction. It provides children with opportunities to join and separate groups
and to represent their thinking using numbers where appropriate. In the Story
Task in this assessment, students break apart the number 8 and examine and
name the parts. Over time, students will come to recognize the pattern in “How
many of each…?” problems like this and will be able to tell if they have found all
the possible ways to partition a number. Richer in intent than “number family”
identification, partitioning allows students to explore and understand why these
“families” exist and can be used.
Partitioning – How to Build It
The following activities will support students in developing their ability to partition:
•

Shake and Spill
o Provide students with 2-colour counters (between 4 and 10 each,
depending on the child). Have students shake their handful of
counters and spill them onto a table. Students should describe and
record how many of each colour they “spilled”. Have children
describe the 2 parts that make up the whole number.

•

Domino Sort
o Have students explore their dominoes and sort
them into piles. Each pile should have the same
number of dots (but each will be made in the
same way!). Students should name their domino
“family” and explain how they know they’re
related.

•

The 7 family!

Missing Part Game
o Use coloured counters. Take 5 counters to begin and place them on a
flat surface. Have students make sure there are 5 to start. Next, hide
some counters under your hand and ask: “How many are hiding?”
Have students say how they know the missing part.
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•

Missing Part Cards
o Use Part-Whole cards with your students.
Show them the numeral and one part.
Ask them to tell you the missing part.

As always, access your core resources – Nelson Math Focus, Math Makes Sense,
Teaching Student Centered Mathematics (K-3), Growing Mathematical Ideas in
Kindergarten, Teaching Number Sense in K and Grade 1 – for a wealth of ideas
on partitioning.
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Now What? The Instructional Resource
Patterning – What is it?
The capacity to pattern – to establish a pattern core, to repeat and name it – is
an essential skill in mathematics learning. Students who can pattern can predict
what comes next with confidence. They know that there is order – to the
manipulatives they use, to the days of the week, to the sequence of their days.
The capacity to pattern is a necessary pre-requisite for success in algebra – to
be able to predict “down the line” is the foundation of algebraic thinking.
Students should be able to extend a pattern off of both ends (beyond both the
start and the end) and to represent it in language and actions. Students who
are competent with patterning will be able to identify and correct and error in
an existing pattern.
Patterning – How to Build It
•

Pattern Walk
o Go on a pattern walk and ask students to tell about the patterns they
find. Consider giving your students digital cameras to record the
patterns they discover!

•

Pattern Clothing
o Have students tell about the patterns in their clothing!

•

Nature Patterns
o Ask students to describe patterns they see in nature. Go on a nature
walk – and be sure to take clipboards and pencils so students can
“draw” what they see. Digital cameras are the right tool for this task…

•

World Patterns
o Present photographs of patterns found in the world. Include these
images in tubs of materials and ask students to replicate the patterns
they see in the images using manipulatives.

•

What’s missing?
o Display a pattern that has an element missing from one of the pattern
cores. Challenge students to fix the pattern and find the missing part.

•

Block Towers
o Challenge students to create patterns using blocks at the block centre.
Encourage students to record their patterns so others can make it
another day…
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•

Pattern Animals
o Look at patterns on real animals – spots and stripes on creatures that
exist in nature. Provide striped wallpaper or fabric and have students
create an animal’s body with it. Students should add details to their
creature, then describe the patterns they have created.

•

Poem and Story Book Patterns
o Help students to connect to oral patterns found in poems and simple
predictable books. Encourage them to build patterns like the ones
found in the stories and poems they hear.

•

Snap Cube Trains
o Provide students with sample pattern cores on card stock. Have
students create pattern trains with cubes that match the sample
pattern cores. Stucents should extend the patterns and name them.

•

Necklace Patterns
o Provide students with beads and string to create circular patterns.
Have them compare their patterns with a friend.

•

Action Patterns
o Have students identify – and create – patterns in the gym. (bouncing a
ball up and down, up and down; hop and skip, hop and skip, etc…)

•

Dance Patterns
o Create and perform simple dance patterns (like the Chicken Dance!).

•

Hear the Pattern
o Make rhythm instruments with your students. Ask them to play a rhythm
pattern for their friends and have their peers repeat and extend it.
o Alternately, have students clap a pattern that is echoed by their friend.

•

People Patterns
o Have students make and model patterns with each other (facing
forward, facing backwards, crouching, standing, etc). Encourage
other students to name and describe the pattern being made.

As always, access your core resources – Nelson Math Focus, Math Makes Sense,
Teaching Student Centered Mathematics (K-3), Growing Mathematical Ideas in
Kindergarten, Teaching Number Sense in K and Grade 1 – for a wealth of ideas
on patterning.
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Great Reads to Support Learning
Math and Literature Links

5 Green and Speckled Frogs
Counting, Part-whole relationships

Martin Kelly

A Frog in a Bog
Growing and Shrinking Patters to 5, addition
strategies, early algebraic thinking

Karma Wilson

A Pair of Socks
An introduction to pattern recognition

Stuart J. Murphy

Balancing Act
An introduction to equality and inequalities

Ellen Stoll Walsh

Beep, Beep, Vroom, Vroom
Recognition of Pattern

Stuart J. Murphy

Caps for Sale
Patterning

Esphyr Slobodkina

Duck on a Bike
Addition – How Many Ways Problems

David Shannon

Fish Eyes: A Book You Can Count On
Increasing quantities from 1 to 10

Lois Ehlert

Five Little Ladybugs
Quantities 1 – 10

Melanie Gerth

Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed
Partitioning, counting

Eileen Christelow

How Many Mice?
Identifying quantities, counting 1 -10

Michael Garland

How Many Snails? - A Counting Book
Sorting and classifying- counting, part-whole
relationships

Paul Giganti Jr.
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Pattern Bugs
Pattern is repeated 6 times on a page in
various ways

Trudy Harris

Pattern Fish
Pattern is repeated 6 times on a page in
various ways

Trudy Harris

One Gray Mouse
Counting and Patterning

Kevin Baker

Quack and Count
Part-whole thinking, algebraic thinking
(equivalence, =)

Katherine Burton

Splash
Number stories

Ann Jonas

Ten Black Dots
Subitizing, early visualizing of number

Donald Crews

The Real Princess - A Mathematical Tale
Counting, counting on, a great story and lots
of connections

Brenda Williams

The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Pattering, quantities

Eric Carle

There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly
Patterns

Various Authors

Teacher Resources
Teaching Student Centered Mathematics
Grades K – 3

John Van de Walle

Growing Mathematical Ideas in Kindergarten

Dacey & Eston

Teaching Number Sense K- Grade 1

Chris Confer

Primary Problems to Ponder- A Numeracy
Resource for K- 3 Classroom

J. Novakowski and
C. Fullerton

Mathematics Through Play in the Early Years

Kate Tucker
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Now What? The Instructional Resource
Web Links to connected resources
http://mindfull.wordpress.com/
http://tinyurl.com/kindergarten-lessons
http://tinyurl.com/grade1-lessons
http://preview.tinyurl.com/dot-cards-and-ten-frame-tasks
http://www.beam.co.uk/mathsofthemonth.php
http://mathsolutions.com
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EARLY CHILDHOOD CORNER

Janice Novakowski

Developing “Five-ness”
in Kindergarten

I

n the early primary grade classroom, significant
time is dedicated to developing number sense.
Number sense is much more than being able
to write numerals, count a quantity of objects, or
recognize a set of a specific quantity of objects.
Number sense is knowing, for example, what five
is in a variety of contexts and representations. The
essence of understanding “five-ness” is understanding what the symbol 5 indicates and how five can be
represented and visualized in different ways.
As suggested by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM 2000), students in
prekindergarten through grade 2 should come to
understand whole numbers in many ways. Teachers
are encouraged to provide experiences that, among
other goals, help students
v develop a sense of whole numbers and represent
and use them in flexible ways, including relating, composing, and decomposing numbers;
[and]
v connect number words and numerals to the
quantities they represent, using various physical
models and representations…. (p. 78)
Five is an essential benchmark number for young
students, and a strong understanding of five will
contribute to their understanding of ten, another
significant benchmark number in our number system. Ma (1999) and Van de Walle and Lovin (2006)
emphasize the importance of understanding the
decomposition of ten in higher-level operations.
The importance of five is also reflected in current
Janice Novakowski, jnovakowski@richmond.sd38.bc.ca, is a primary grade teacher in Richmond, British Columbia, and also works with preservice teachers at the University of British
Columbia. Her doctoral studies focus on the role of context in mathematics teaching and
learning.
Edited by Andrew M. Tyminski, atyminski@purdue.edu, assistant professor of mathematics
education at Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907. “Early Childhood Corner” addresses
the early childhood teacher’s need to support young children’s emerging mathematical understandings and skills in a context that conforms with current knowledge about the way that
children in prekindergarten and kindergarten learn mathematics. Readers are encouraged to
send submissions to this department by accessing tcm.msubmit.net. Manuscripts should not
exceed eight double-spaced typed pages.
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teacher resources that include five-frames alongside the more common ten-frames.
This article will look at the types of experiences
in early primary classrooms that promote number
sense through composition and decomposition of
whole numbers, specifically the number five. During my work over two months with my kindergarten class, I examined the ways in which a variety
of experiences either support students’ understanding of five or inhibit their ability to represent the
number in a variety of ways. I wanted to explore
different instructional approaches and contexts and
examine what experiences contributed the most to
students’ awareness of parts of five and supported
them in their recordings of five.

Experiences with Five
At the beginning of the school year, I asked my kindergarteners to record what they knew about five.
Many of them were able to say, “I am five!” but
wondered how to record this fact. Some students
drew five objects, and some drew or traced the
fingers on one hand to represent five (see fig. 1). At
this time, only one student recorded the numeral 5.
Most of the students were able to count to twenty
and demonstrated one-to-one correspondence when
counting sets of up to ten objects. After this initial
assessment, we proceeded to explore five in many
ways. During the time we worked on this study of
five, the students were regularly asked to record and
represent what they knew about five.

Building
One of the first experiences the students had with
making five was using snap cubes (Unifix cubes).
The students counted out five cubes and were asked
to show different ways to make five (see fig. 2).
They grouped the cubes in different combinations
and then were asked to “read” them—for example,
“Two and two and one make five.” I would occasionally stop the group and ask a particular student
to read and share his or her combination for five.
Using this approach, the students learned from
Teaching Children Mathematics / November 2007
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Figure 1
Student representations of five through
hand tracings and drawn objects

one another and came up with a variety of ways to
model five, including two-, three-, four-, and fivepart models, such as “3 and 2” or “2 and 2 and 1.”
I revisited this task a few times over a week with
the students, building on previous experiences by
recording their different combinations on a class
chart. There were animated discussions about
whether the combination 1, 2, and 2 was the same
as or different from the combination 2, 1, and 2.
Because the students often stacked their cubes in
Teaching Children Mathematics / November 2007

little towers, in rows, or on their fingers, the order
of the parts seemed significant for them. As they
shared their combinations, they seemed sure that
their “way” was unique. As we recorded their ideas
on a chart, we represented them as both drawings
and numbers. When the students saw the same set
of numbers being represented by the drawings of
the cubes (even if the arrangement was different),
they commented, “We already have that one!”
When the students saw the numeric notation, many
were able to see that the combination of cubes was
the same, even if the numbers were in a different
order.
Another building experience involved using
wooden craft sticks. The students each counted
out five craft sticks and then were asked to make
designs or pictures with them (see figs. 3a and 3b).
The students enjoyed the creative aspect of this
task, and many tried to make familiar objects such
as houses, flowers, and animals with their sticks.
The sticks seemed to encourage more flexibility in
the students’ representations and the stories they
constructed about what they had made. The students
described their designs in both words and numbers
and “read” them as they had the snap cubes. This
task was particularly effective in having students
look at multiple parts of five. I think the nature of
the sticks and the use of them to make “pictures”
227

Figure 2

Photograph by Janice Novakowski; all rights reserved

Students showing different combinations
of cubes that make five

Photograph by Janice Novakowski; all rights reserved

Figure 3
Two ways that the students used wooden craft sticks to make
designs representing five
b.
a.

rhyme in his books but with a twist by substituting
different animals, such as “five little bats flying
in the night.” I read many of these books to the
students, and they often joined in, chanting along
with the patterned text. We “read” the mathematics
in the illustrations (i.e., “There are 3 monkeys on
the bed and 2 on the floor.”) and occasionally used
snap cubes to represent what was happening in the
story.
Reading the mathematics in the illustrations
provides another visual model for students, another
way to “see” five and something that they can hold
on to when they attempt to represent five by drawing or building. Other books we enjoyed included
Crews’s Ten Black Dots (1995), for which the
students created their own pictures using five blue
dots (see figs. 5 and 6). In their own pictures, the
students read the five dots in a variety of ways and
were able to see different one-, two-, three-, four-,
and five-part ways of looking at five in their pictures. We read Tang’s Math Fables (2004), beginning at the story for one and continuing up to five.
After reading the story for four, I asked students to
predict what combinations the book would show for
five. The students suggested the two-part combinations for five, possibly because the book showed
only two-part combinations for four.

Pretend contexts

opened up more possibilities for the students to
read different number combinations. Also, the students could easily record the number of craft sticks
on paper by drawing lines, thus enabling everyone
in the class to be successful in representing at least
one way to make five (see fig. 4).

Literature
Many children’s books published today support
mathematical understanding and concept development. In particular, books based on traditional
songs and stories often involve the use of five. The
students in my class were excited to read Christelow’s (2000) series of books based on the traditional chant “Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the
Bed.” Metzger (2004) has also used this traditional
228

Twice during our ongoing study of five, when it was
time to record on paper, I divided the class into two
mixed groups. One group of students was asked to
record what they knew about five. The other group
was provided with a pretend context for recording
five. Using pretend contexts is a common instructional approach in primary classrooms. Students
are asked to imagine or pretend that, for example,
the blocks they are working with are apples or
animals. Many teachers believe that this approach
helps make the mathematics more “real” for the
students. I wanted to deliberately use this approach
to see how my class would handle this approach.
On the first occasion, I asked the students in the
second group to pretend that they had five pieces of
Halloween candy and to think about all the different ways they could make five with the pieces. The
second time, I asked this group to think back to the
“Five Little Monkeys” song and story and recall the
different groupings of monkeys.
In both instances, the students in the second
group, who were using the pretend contexts
(which I had thought would support them), were
able to record only one or two representations of
Teaching Children Mathematics / November 2007

Figure 4
Student recordings of five through craft
stick representations

that a number is not just a set quantity or group of
objects.

Students’ Comments
Near the end of our exploration of five, I asked the
students what experiences helped them understand
five. I asked them to recall what they thought of
when I asked them to record what they knew about
five and the different ways to make it.

Discussion
As the students engaged in the range of experiences that allowed them to explore five, the
importance of being able to use mental strategies
and subitize became clear (Kline 1998). Clements
(1999) defines subitizing as “instantly seeing how
many,” an ability he feels plays a significant role
in children’s development of mental computational
strategies. Many kindergarteners continue to count
by one instead of subitizing, but the ability to subitize plays a significant role in their developing ability to understand number. To understand five-ness,
students need to understand the parts of five. By
composing and decomposing numbers, they look at
the parts that make the whole.
Current teacher resources often refer to such
relationships as part-part-whole relationships, but I
prefer the term parts-whole relationship, because it
does not suggest that a number is made up of only
two parts. Many authors, including Van de Walle
(2006), agree that “focusing on a quantity in terms
of its parts has important implications for developing number sense” (p. 48). Students need to see
Teaching Children Mathematics / November 2007

Many students recalled specific classroom
experiences, most of which involved the building
activities. The students referred to the concrete
experiences during which they physically manipulated objects, moved them into subgroups, and then
“read” their combinations for five. The students’
comments suggested that they were able to visualize and refer to mental images of these objects
when they discussed their strategies.

Figure 5
After reading Ten Black Dots (Crews 1995), the
students created their own dot pictures based
on the story.
Photograph by Janice Novakowski; all rights reserved

five. When working within the Halloween candy
context, the children spent considerable time
deciding on and drawing five candies instead of
thinking about combinations for five. The “Five
Little Monkeys” context was also limiting because
the students mostly drew just one combination for
five, and it was always a two-part representation
(3-2 or 4-1), because this was the model in the
song and the book. Although I had asked again for
the students to show as many ways as they could
to make five, the contexts I provided for support
at the time instead seemed to constrain the openendedness of the task.

“I remember building them with blocks.”
“I look at pictures [in the class] to
remember.”
“I sing ‘Five Little Monkeys.’ ”
“I see the blocks in my head and draw them.”
(See fig. 7.)
“The sticks were good because there were
different ways, like 1, 1, 1, 1, and 1 and other
designs.”
“I think of five balls and move them around.”
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Figure 6
Dot pictures representing five

Figure 7
Students’ drawings convey their mathematical thinking as they composed and
decomposed 5.

Conclusion

As our exploration continued during the fall term,
the students demonstrated an ability to record a
wider variety of combinations of five. Most of
their drawings involved lines (depicting sticks) or
squares (depicting snap cubes), and some students
began recording what they “read” in the picture by
writing “3 and 1 and 1.” I have always intuitively
believed that providing a context in mathematics
helps make the mathematics more meaningful and
purposeful for students. Although the kindergarteners found the songs, stories, and pretend contexts
engaging, I question how these contexts contributed
to their understanding of the mathematical concepts
we were exploring. I did find that the students
were able to hold on to visual images (pictures in
children’s literature) or use their building experiences (with blocks and sticks) to support them
when recording their representations of five. This
observation is supported by British Columbia’s
Early Numeracy Project (British Columbia Ministry of Education 2003): “Spatial activities involving
hands-on experiences provide the sensory input that
helps to develop mental imagery” (p. 5).
In my work with this group of kindergarten
students, I observed that the more we worked with
five, the better able they were able to subitize small
groups (e.g., 2, 3) within a group of five objects
or images, instead of counting by one for each
subgroup. Many of these students commented that
they saw five things “in their heads,” suggesting
that they were able to manipulate and decompose
their mental images. Developing this mental imagery afforded them a means of thinking flexibly
about five. Over time, as the students shared and
“read” their different arrangements, all developed
a broader repertoire of how to make five. After a
few weeks of developing “five-ness,” most of these
students were able to record and read many ways to
make five (see fig. 8), including a variety of multipart combinations. As we investigate other numbers, including ten, it is my hope that students will
build on what they have learned and experienced
during their study of five-ness.
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“What to Watch For…” Teacher Cards
It may be useful to have the “What to watch for..” on cards to refer to when doing
the assessment with children.

FALL ASSESSMENT

FLASH AND SHOW
Tell students that you are going to show them a card with some dots on it.
Their job is to hold up the same number of fingers as they see on the card.

What to watch for:
•
•

Children who can confidently hold up the correct number of fingers without
counting by ones (one the card or on their fingers.
Children who hold up the correct number of fingers – but do so on two hands
(3 and 1 for 4, for example)

FLASH AND BUILD
Tell students that you are going to show them a card with some dots on it.
Their job is to build what they see on the card.

What to watch for:
•
•

Children who can confidently replicate the image on the card with the correct
number.
Children who build on from one care to the next without clearing their workspace
first.

STORY TASK
Have students build their stories (some were in, some were out) using their counters
on their piece of paper. Watch as students build their stories.

What to watch for:
•
•
•
•

Children who use 5 counters to model their story
Children who can match the amount of counters to the number name
Children who can create more than one story (3 and 2, 2 and 3, 1 and 4, 4 and 1)
to show their part and whole.
Children who extend the task (builds 5 and 0 combination: breaks the number up
into more than 2 parts)

PATTERN TASK
Watch as students build their patterns, and consider their answers to
your questions.

What to watch for:
•
•
•
•

Children who can build a basic repeating pattern (AB, ABAB, ABBABBABB…)
Children who can describe their pattern using colour names or other words
Children show can predict the next colour beyond the end of their pattern
(ABABAB….A)
Children who extend the task by creating complex patterns

SPRING ASSESSMENT

FLASH AND SHOW
Tell students that you are going to show them a card with some dots on it.
Their job is to hold up the same number of fingers as they see on the card. Consider
prompting students to show you in more than one way.

What to watch for:
•
•

Children who can confidently hold up the correct number of fingers without
counting by ones (one the card or on their fingers.
Children who hold up the correct number of fingers – but do so on two hands
(3 and 1 for 4, for example)

FLASH AND BUILD

Tell students that you are going to show them a card with some dots on it.
Their job is to build what they see on the card.

What to watch for:
•
•

Children who can confidently replicate the image on the card with the correct
number.
Children who build on from one care to the next without clearing their workspace
first.

STORY TASK
Have students build their stories (some were in, some were out) using their counters
on their piece of paper. Watch as students build their stories.

What to watch for:
•
•
•
•

Children who use 8 counters to model their story
Children who can match the amount of counters to the number name and record
the numeral (directionality of the numeral notwithstanding)
Children who can create more than one story (4 and 4, 2 and 6, 1 and 7, 3 and5,
etc.) to show their part and whole.
Children who extend the task (builds 8 and 0 combination: breaks the number up
into more than 2 parts)

PATTERN TASK

Watch as students build their patterns, and consider their answers to your questions.

What to watch for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children who can build a basic repeating pattern (AABCAABCAABC,
ABBCCABBCCABBCC …)
Children who can identify the pattern core (“AABBC”)
Children who can describe their pattern using colour names or other words
Children show can predict the next colour beyond the end of their pattern
(ABABAB….A)
Children who can say what colour comes before their patern
Children who extend the task by creating complex patterns

